
WAREHOUSES
A strong, long-term building solution. 



Common Building Types

Atlas
Available from 24' - 108' Wide

The Atlas Building Series defines the traditional look of fabric covered buildings. Popular 
applications include barns, implement and equipment storage, commercial warehouses 
and storage buildings.

Apex
Available from 53' - 100' Wide

The Apex Building Series maximizes interior usable space thanks to its tall side walls. The 
slightly curved roof profile, sharp peak and standard sidewall legs give the Apex style and 
character, without sacrificing functionality.

Genesis
Available from 80' - 200' Wide

The Genesis Building Series is well suited to a variety of commercial and industrial 
applications, including salt and sand storage buildings, manufacturing facilities, 
warehousing, dairy barns and equine riding arenas. With a clear span interior, Genesis 
buildings offer a large amount of covered but unobstructed space for your operations.



Maintenance Facilities
Permanent fabric building allows ample 
room to conduct maintenance work. Tools 
and equipment are completely covered  
and secured from outside elements.

Return on Investment
Our structures require a low-
cost investment compared 
to traditional buildings, and 
lower operational needs to 
save you money.

Superior Engineering
As an industry leader, we 
use cutting edge technology 
to engineer your building 
to your exact site loads, 
location, and application. 

Safety First
Keep your employees safe 
while they work in our fully 
engineered structures.

Vehicle & Equipment Storage
Spacious enough for large machinery 
and vehicles. Eliminate exposure to 
weather conditions, rust, dirt and overall 
deterioration when vehicles are stored.

Portable & Temporary Workshops
On-site storage to protect store merchandise, 
materials and other equipment. Our portable 
and temporary structures provide enough 
room to use as a warehouse or a workshop.

The Ideal Choice 

Benefits



•  Insulated and cold warehouse
storage solutions for quick, safe,
and easy installation.

•  Free-span webbed truss building with a
fabric cover for maximum storage space.

•  Built up to 300 feet wide to 
allow employees to operate 
forklifts and other machinery.

•  Rugged fabric buildings 
constructed with durable, hot-
dip galvanized steel trusses.
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